
The HAS750S is a special variation of an HML-750S with particular 
attention having been given to a fully antistatic specification both of 
machine and the accessory kit.

There are applications where the collection of large 
volumes of fine dust, especially in dry atmospheres, 
generates an unacceptable level of static discharge 
which is uncomfortable to the user.

The “H” designation of the HAS750S meets 
Hepa H14 (99.997%) filtration standards whilst 
the non-conductive specification continually 
discharges the static build up during use. 
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Meeting the standard... Accessories NuTec

Model Motor Power Sucton Airflow Kit Capacity Range Weight Dimensions 
NTD570

2400W
230V AC 
50/60Hz

2400mm
76L/sec

BB5

23 Litre

26.8 m

15.8 Kg 415x416x645mm

NTD2003 60 Litre 
(Cyclonic) 32.2 Kg

560x660x1145mm
NTT2003 3600W 110L/sec 80 Litre 

(Cyclonic) 32.5 Kg

HAS750S 1200W 2500mm 40L/sec HAS 35 Litre 20.0 Kg 510x510x980mm

Specifications

Better by design...
Kit BB5

HAS Kit

76mm Hiloflex hose option  
(see Accessory kits)

A choice of MicroFlo or HepaFlo  
fine-dust bags

Anti-Static “H” HAS750S
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Industrial cleaning to professional standards.NuTec...
NTD750 NTD7502003/ NTT2003

The whole design concept, construction and performance 
of the NTD750 is dedicated to producing a standard 
industrial vacuum cleaner that will provide totally 
reliable performance in all standard industrial 
applications. Be it boiler cleaning, floor cleaning, 
machine maintenance, high level cleaning, 
metalworking, dirt, dust or debris, and take it all in 
its stride.

The exclusive Structofoam power head, 
incorporating 2 TwinFlo’ bypass motors, 
provides exceptional performance and 
the NuCable plugged replaceable cable 
system is standard, allowing quick cable 
replacement in the event of accidental 
damage.

The standard container is all steel, finished 
in NuTex, a specially formulated epoxy 
resin coating providing extreme durability 
and long service life. The container 
is mounted on, but easily removed 
from, our all steel heavy duty chassis, 
equipped with large 250mm transit 
wheels.

Duplex power Container Clasp

Heavy duty 
steel chassis

Combining Structofoam and stainless steel is a standard 
very close to our engineering hearts, this is obvious in  
our classic NTD2003 Industrial model.
Here you have a big capacity machine; a 
powerful Structofoam, TwinFlo’ two motor 
power head, giant shakeable filter system, 
stainless steel container and heavy duty 
transit chassis. Designed to perform well 
and give good results – year in year out.

The NTT2003 goes one stage further 
with its three motor power head 
which, by design, provides greater 
air flow characteristics.

All 2003 models operate on a 
cyclonic separation basis and are 
fitted as standard with our universal 
aluminium cyclonic entry adaptor which 
permits for the selection of accessories in 
38mm (1½”), 51mm (2”) and 76mm (3”) 
allowing the machine to be used in many 
varied applications.

Builder’s rubble, a chicken house or a 
textile mill, the 2003 models will give 
you good, long and reliable service.

76mm 3” accessories 38mm and 51mm accessories


